Through design, Huron™ Tactical Clothing & Equipment manifests the passion for adventure, functionality and resilience in punishing environments. Our specialty items constantly evolve implementing our mission that

**INNOVATION NEVER CEASES.**

**SECTION OVERVIEW:**
- Assaulters Sustainment Pack
- Lightweight Assault Pack
- Jumpable Packs
- Pack Accessories
- MICO
- Bags
- Pistol & Rifle Bags
- Tactical Clothing & Equipment

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- Utilization of our ground-breaking PV® material
- Mission specific customization
- Ergonomic attributes
- Lightweight
- Decreased recovery time
- Built for comfort & maximum performance efficacy
- Onus™ compatibility
- Ample MOLLE/PALS webbing
The Huron™ Cold Weather Combat Smock is a feature-rich, lightweight soft-shell garment which adapts to adverse weather conditions in several different terrains. It utilizes high strength, abrasion resistant, 4-way stretch which is ideal for more rugged use. The Smock is also treated with H100. This technology repels water, dirt and oil while still giving the textile breathability and elasticity. Additionally, CSM reinforced rubberized elbows offer protection and grip in rough terrain. The anatomy of each individual is different. The Smock can be tailored to the user at the wrist cuffs via a hook and loop cinching tab, the internal waist drawstring and detachable hood drawstring. You can also remove the hood and vent the Smock under warmer conditions. The incorporation of antimicrobial treated mesh lining assists in wicking excess moisture. We designed the Smock with ample storage space both inside and outside of the garment. Internal mesh pockets were designed to hold mission specific gear that may require additional protection from the elements, while external pockets close via button, Velcro® or zippered closure to secure items.

Construction & Features

- Bottom Cinching Cord
- Side Zipper Vents
- Cinching Wrist Cuffs
- CSM Reinforced Rubberized Elbows
- High-Strength, Abrasion Resistant, 4-Way Stretch
- H100 Technology Repels Water, Oil & Dirt
- Removable Hood

Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XLarge, 2XLarge
Colors: Multi-Cam, Ranger Green, Coyote and Black

HRN-SMK001
$995.95
**HURON™ COLD WEATHER COMBAT SMOCK**

Pocket Locations:

- **Qty. 4 Front Gusseted Pockets**
  - Two Top Pockets – Velcro® Closure
  - Two Bottom Pockets with Flap – Button Closure

- **Qty. 4 Front Hidden Pockets**
  - Two Center Facing under Top Gusseted Pockets – Zipper Closure
  - Two Outer Facing under Bottom Gusseted Pockets – Zipper Closure

- **Qty. 2 Internal Breast Pockets**
  - Zipper Closure

- **Qty. 5 Internal Base Mesh Pockets**
  - Button Closure

- **Qty. 2 Side Pockets**
  - One with Flap and Bungee Retention
  - One with Bungee Retention

- **Qty. 2 Back Pockets**
  - Bottom Pockets with Flap – Button Closure

- **Qty. 2 Sleeve Pockets**
  - Zipper Closure

**Watch the Smock in action:**
www.youtube.com/user/TYRTactical Gear

The D3O® Tactical Soft Foam (TSF) Elbow Pad have been engineered to offer a combination of performance and comfort. Made of lightweight material formulation, the TSF elbow are pre-curved for enhanced fit and developed specifically for the military, defense and law enforcement market, offering a low profile, durable solution whilst maintaining a “barely there” feel. The elbow pad uses a proven product outline to ensure they fit most internal pockets and ensures a comfortable, cushioned drop whilst maintaining the resilience that many EVA solutions can’t match.

**Construction & Features:**
- Lightweight and flexible featuring D3O® patented technology
- Suitable for tactical and workwear as a low profile, durable solution
- Pre-curved for advanced fit
- Unique geometry • Lightweight • Flexible

TYR-D30-EP

**Call for Pricing**
The Huron™ Approach Anorak is a lightweight pullover with a removable drawstring hood and high collar. A bottom cinching cord hem with dual side seam zippers allows for easy entry and venting. It utilizes high-strength, abrasion-resistant, 4-way stretch which is ideal for more rugged use. The Anorak is also treated with H100. This technology repels water, dirt and oil while still giving the textile breathability and elasticity. Additionally, CSM reinforced rubberized elbows offer protection and grip in rough terrain. We designed the Anorak with ample storage space throughout the garment. Three main front external pouch pockets close via zippered closure to secure items. The two side pouch pockets act as an unimpeded pass through. This allows the user to utilize a Huron™ Hand Warmer when needed.

**Construction & Features**

- Pullover Style
- Bottom Cinching Cord
- Side Zipper Vents
- Cinching Wrist Cuffs
- CSM Reinforced Rubberized Elbows
- High-Strength, Abrasion Resistant, 4-Way Stretch
- H100 Technology Repels Water, Oil & Dirt
- 500d Cordura® Reinforced Lower Back
- Removable Hood
- Raised Collar
- Two Velcro® Loop ID Patch Sleeve

**Locations**

**Sizes:** Small, Medium, Large, XLarge, 2XLarge  
**Colors:** Multi-Cam, Ranger Green, Coyote and Black  

**HRN-ANRK-001**  
**$595.95**
Pocket Locations:

1. Qty. 1 Top-Loading Front Pocket
   - Zipper Closure

2. Qty. 2 Sleeve Pockets
   - Zipper Closure

3. Qty. 2 Side Pass-through Pockets
   - Zipper Closure

Watch the Smock in action:
www.youtube.com/user/TYRTacticalGear

The D3O® Tactical Soft Foam (TSF) Elbow Pad have been engineered to offer a combination of performance and comfort. Made of lightweight material formulation, the TSF elbow are pre-curved for enhanced fit and developed specifically for the military, defense and law enforcement market, offering a low profile, durable solution whilst maintaining a “barely there” feel. The elbow pad uses a proven product outline to ensure they fit most internal pockets and ensures a comfortable, cushioned drop whilst maintaining the resilience that many EVA solutions can’t match.

Construction & Features:
- Lightweight and flexible featuring D3O® patented technology
- Suitable for tactical and workwear as a low profile, durable solution
- Pre-curved for advanced fit
- Unique geometry
- Lightweight
- Flexible

TYR-D3O-EP
Call for Pricing
**Huron™ Hand Warmer**

The Huron™ Hand Warmer is a must-have for any Next Generation Warrior™ or Outdoorsman. It can be easily attached to your Brokos Belt or worn via adjustable waist strap. It also includes a front zipper pocket for storing reusable disk-activated hand warmers.

**Construction & Features:**
- Water Repellent Treat 4-Way Stretch Material
- Insulated with 6 oz. Prima Loft®
- Thermally Efficient • Fast Drying
- Superior Water Resistance
- Compressible • Wind Resistant
- Polartec® Wind Pro®
- 4 Times More Wind Resistance than Traditional Fleece

HRN-HW001
$105.95

**Huron™ Advanced Hand Warmer - Split**

The Huron™ Advanced Hand Warmer – Split is a patent pending design that is a must-have in extreme cold weather. It can be easily attached to your Brokos Belt, Plate Carrier or worn via adjustable Waist Strap. The middle durable separating zipper allows the user to use the hand warmer in multiple configurations. It also includes two front zipper pockets for storing reusable disk-activated hand warmers.

**Construction & Features:**
- Heavy Duty #10 Separating Zipper
- Adjustable Cinched Wrist Opening
- Side Buckle Conversation Kit
- Water Repellent Treat 4-Way Stretch Material
  - Insulated with 6oz Prima Loft®
  - Thermally Efficient Superior Water Resistance Fast Drying Lightweight and Breathable Compressible Wind Resistant
- Polartec® Wind Pro®
  - 4 Times More Wind Resistance than Traditional Fleece

HRN-HW002
$134.95

**Patent Pending**

Shown attached to the TYR Tactical® Brokos Belt - Jungle. The Huron™ Split Hand Warmer attaches to any style Brokos Belt via side buckle conversion kit (Figure A). It can be used individually (Figure B) or in its assembled configuration (Figure C).

*TYR Tactical® Brokos Belt - Jungle sold separately*
**HURON™ NECK GAITER**

The Huron™ Neck Gaiter is constructed using a light-weight 2-Way Stretch Jersey which provides additional protection from the elements.

HRN-GTRC-LNTS

$16.95

---

**HURON™ INSULATED NECK GAITER**

The Huron™ Insulated Neck Gaiter is constructed using light-weight Polartec® Poly Grid™ fleece which provides additional warmth and wind protection in cold weather.

Construction & Features:
- Polartec® Poly Grid™
- Superior Wicking Action
- Grid Channels Reduce Weight & Increase Warmth
- Fast Drying
- Highly Breathable
- Lightweight
- Easy Care

HRN-GTRC-PGF-LG

$19.95

---

**HURON™ CALF & FOREARM SLEEVE**

The Huron™ Calf & Forearm Sleeve is constructed using Polartec® Power Grid™ fleece which provides extra insulation in key areas as well as support for the calf and shin which reduces muscle fatigue.

Construction & Features:
- Polartec® Poly Grid™
- Superior Wicking Action
- Grid Channels Reduce Weight & Increase Warmth
- Fast Drying
- Highly Breathable
- Lightweight
- Easy Care & Maintenance

Sizes: SM/MD or LG/XL

HRN-GTRC-PGF

$24.95
**SCALABILITY CHART**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JUNGLE/MOBILITY</th>
<th>ENVIRONMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HRN-ASP032</strong></td>
<td><strong>HRN-ASP050</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURON™ 32L ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK</td>
<td>HURON™ 50L ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Wt: 6.3 lbs.</td>
<td>• Wt: 8.3 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cubic Liters: 32 (Main Body, LG Cap, Nalgene Bottle Pockets)</td>
<td>• Cubic Liters: 50 (Main Body, LG Cap, Nalgene Bottle Pockets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dim: 19” H x 11.25” W x 7.75” D</td>
<td>• Dim: 22” H x 12” W x 8.38” D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAME STYLE: Hard-Sewn Internal Frame</td>
<td>FRAME STYLE: Removable HURON™ Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS POINTS: Top &amp; Front Loading</td>
<td>ACCESS POINTS: Top Loading</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **HRN-ASP033** | **HRN-ASP035** |
| HURON™ 34L ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK | HURON™ 35L ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK |
| • Wt: 5.4 lbs. | • Wt: 5.9 lbs. |
| • Cubic Liters: 34 (Main Body, Flush Cap) | • Cubic Liters: 35 (Main Body, Flush Cap) |
| • Dim: 23” H x 13” W x 8” D | • Dim: 23” H x 13” W x 8” D |
| FRAME STYLE: HURON™ PLUMA™ Load Carriage Frame - 20” or 22” Angled | FRAME STYLE: HURON™ PLUMA™ Load Carriage Frame - 20” or 22” Angled |
| ACCESS POINTS: Top Loading | ACCESS POINTS: Top & Front Loading |

| **HRN-ASP034** | **HRN-ASP040** |
| HURON™ 40L ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK | HURON™ 40L ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK |
| • Wt: 5.2 lbs. | • Wt: 5.2 lbs. |
| • Cubic Liters: 40 (Main Body, Flush Cap) | • Cubic Liters: 40 (Main Body, Flush Cap) |
| • Dim: 23” H x 13” W x 9” D | • Dim: 23” H x 13” W x 9” D |
| FRAME STYLE: HURON™ PLUMA™ Load Carriage Frame - 20” or 22” Angled | FRAME STYLE: HURON™ PLUMA™ Load Carriage Frame - 20” or 22” Angled |
| ACCESS POINTS: Top Loading | ACCESS POINTS: Top Loading |

JUNGLE /MOBILITY ENVIRONMENT
### HURON™ 50L DUAL ACCESS ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK
- **Wt:** 8.94 lbs.
- **Cubic Liters:** 50 (Main Body, LG Cap, Nalgene Bottle Pockets)
- **Dim:** 22” H x 12” W x 8.38” D

**FRAME STYLE:** Removable Huron™ Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22”

**ACCESS POINTS:** Top & Front Loading

### HURON™ 60L ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK
- **Wt:** 10.01 lbs.
- **Cubic Liters:** 68 (Main Body, LG Cap, Nalgene Bottle Pockets, LG Roll-Top Bottom Storage Compartment)
- **Dim:** 25.5” H x 13.63” W x 9.75” D

**FRAME STYLE:** Removable Huron™ Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22”

**ACCESS POINTS:** Top, Front & Bottom Loading

### HURON™ 70L ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK
- **Wt:** 9.72 lbs.
- **Cubic Liters:** 70 (Main Body, LG Cap, Nalgene Bottle Pockets, LG Roll-Top Bottom Storage Compartment)
- **Dim:** 27.5” H x 13.63” W x 9.75” D

**FRAME STYLE:** Removable Huron™ Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22”

**ACCESS POINTS:** Top & Bottom Loading

### HURON™ 80L ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK
- **Wt:** 10.39 lbs.
- **Cubic Liters:** 80 (Main Body, LG Cap, Nalgene Bottle Pockets, LG Roll-Top Bottom Storage Compartment)
- **Dim:** 29.5” H x 13.63” W x 9.75” D

**FRAME STYLE:** Removable Huron™ Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22”

**ACCESS POINTS:** Top, Front & Bottom Loading

### HURON™ 120L ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK
- **Wt:** 10.84 lbs.
- **Cubic Liters:** 120 (Main Body, LG Cap, Nalgene Bottle Pockets, LG Roll-Top Bottom Storage Compartment)
- **Dim:** 31.5” H x 13.63” W x 9.75” D

**FRAME STYLE:** Removable Huron™ Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22”

**ACCESS POINTS:** Top, Front & Bottom Loading
**HURON™ DIRECT ACTION ASSAILTER PACK**

The Huron™ Direct Action Assaulters Pack (DAAP) attaches to our complete line of packs via two 11” separating zippers and snaps that allow for the DAAP to be separated from the main compartment and attach to the existing TYR Tactical® Plate Carrier without modification. The DAAP may be utilized as a Stand-Alone Direct Action Assaulters Pack to carry hydration and other requirements for various mission sets. The attachment system allows for a quick disconnect and reconnect. The DAAP features 1” daisy chain gear loops and 2 rows, 2 columns PALS for attachment capabilities. Features a reinforced gusset around the bottom of the pack, internal mesh storage pocket, internal hydration pocket with top hydration port and a removable beavertail for storing helmet or transitional garments. It comes standard with a Plate Carrier Adapter Kit (HRN-ASP01.5 or ASP002) on pg. 159.

**Specifications**
- Wt: 1.21 lbs.
- Dim: 16” H x 9.5” W x 3.25” D
- Cubic Liters: 8.8 L (Main Body, Beaver Tail)

HRN-DAAP
$199.95

**HURON™ DIRECT ACTION ASSAILTER PACK CLAYMORE**

The Huron™ Direct Action Assault Pack-Claymore (DAAP-C) attaches to the front of our Next Generation Assaulters Sustainment Packs via two 11” separating zippers and snaps that allow for the DAAP-C to be separated from the main compartment and attach to the existing TYR Tactical® Plate Carrier without modification. The DAAP-C may be utilized as a Stand-Alone Direct Action Assaulters Pack to carry hydration and other requirements for various mission sets. The attachment system allows for a quick disconnect and reconnect. The DAAP-C features 1” daisy chain gear loops and 2 rows, 2 columns PALS for attachment capabilities. DAAP-C incorporates the same integrity as the Huron™ Assaulters Sustainment Rucksack System and features a reinforced gusset around the bottom of the pack, internal mesh storage pocket, internal hydration pocket with top hydration port and two foam insulated Claymore mine pouches.

HRN-DAAP-C
$239.95

**Compatibility**
- HRN-ASP033
- HRN-ASP035
- HRN-ASP040
- HRN-ASP050
- HRN-ASP052
- HRN-ASP068
- HRN-ASP070
- HRN-ASP080
- HRN-ASP120
- HRN-ASP040-LC

Comes standard with a Huron™ Assaulters Sustainment Pack - Adapter Kit

HRN-ASP01.5 or HRN-ASP002
The Huron™ 32L Assaulters Sustainment Pack is low profile as well as extremely versatile with exceptionally advanced attributes. We created this item using the TYR Tactical® PV® material in key areas for incredible strength and abrasion resistance in vital areas to improve pack stability when loaded. Generous amounts of PALS/MOLLE webbing allow scaling the pack up or down for different mission sets and has several multi-facet adjustable internal compartments to fit different operator needs.

### System Components:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP032-BP</td>
<td>32L Assaulters Sustainment Bag with Integrated Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP714-V</td>
<td>Yoke/Shoulder Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP715</td>
<td>Belt Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP712-B</td>
<td>Lumbar Support Pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP717-LG-2</td>
<td>Removable Pack Cap, Large V.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Wt:** 6.3 lbs.
- **Cubic Liters:** 32L (Main Body, LG Cap, Nalgene Bottle Pockets)
- **Dim:** 19” H x 11.25” W x 7.75” D

**Frame:**

- **Hard-Sewn Internal Frame** constructed with aluminum/carbon fiber stays to add strength and rigidity to support the overall structure of the pack.

**Access Points**

- **Top Loading:** Items are packed vertically with access to the main compartment at the top of the pack.
  - Closure: Roll-Top with Three 1” Buckles
- **Front Loading:** Items are packed horizontally with the aid of Internal Compression Straps. The main compartment can be accessed from the front of the pack.
  - Closure: Two Heavy Duty #10 Zippers
HURON™ 34L (Top Loading) Assaulters Sustainment Pack

The Huron™ 34L (Top Loading) Assaulters Sustainment Pack is low profile as well as extremely versatile with exceptionally advanced attributes. We created this item using the TYR Tactical® PV® material in key areas for incredible strength and abrasion resistance in vital areas to improve pack stability when loaded. Generous amounts of PALS/MOLLE webbing allow scaling the pack up or down for different mission sets and has several multi-facet adjustable internal compartments to fit different operator needs.

System Components:

- HRN-ASP033-BP 34L Assaulters Sustainment Bag
- HRN-ASP040-LC-20 PLUMA™ Load Carriage Frame - 20” or 22” Angled
- HRN-ASP714-V Yoke/Shoulder Assembly
- HRN-ASPYAA-JP Jungle Yoke/Shoulder Adjustable Adapter
- HRN-ASP-PBB-JP Jungle Adaptable Belt Assembly
- HRN-ASP716-F Removable Pack Cap, Flush
- HRN-JP4LK Jungle Cinching Straps, Qty. 4

Additional features can be found on pg. 143

Wt: 5.4 lbs.
Cubic Liters: 34L (Main Body, Flush Cap)
Dim: 23” H x 13” W x 8” D

HRN-ASP033 $624.95
HRN-ASP033-BP (34L BAG ONLY) $224.95

 يونק/Շուշունակ անվճար ուժեղացուցակներ նույնիսկ օգնում են ընդհանրագրել առավելապես մարգարի ուժեղացույց և հնարավորություններ սպանության հիման վրա տեղափոխվել սպանության վերջնագրերի համար:

Frame:
Huron™ PLUMA™ Load Carriage Frame - 20” or 22” Angled constructed with aluminum/carbon fiber making it not only extremely strong and durable but as light as a feather at 1.0 lbs. See Pg. 151 for details.

Access Points

- Top Loading: Items are packed vertically with access to the main compartment at the top of the pack.
  - Closure: Roll-Top with Three 1” Buckle

ONUS™ Compatible
**Huron™ 35L (Top and Front Loading) Assaulters Sustainment Pack**

The Huron™ 35L (Top and Front Loading) Assaulters Sustainment Pack is low profile as well as extremely versatile with exceptionally advanced attributes. We created this item using the TYR Tactical® PV® material in key areas for incredible strength and abrasion resistance in vital areas to improve pack stability when loaded. Generous amounts of PALS/MOLLE webbing allow scaling the pack up or down for different mission sets and has several multi-facet adjustable internal compartments to fit different operator needs.

System Components:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP035-BP</td>
<td>35L Assaulters Sustainment Bag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP040-LC-20</td>
<td>PLUMA™ Load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP040-LC-22</td>
<td>Carriage Frame - 20” or 22” Angled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP714-V</td>
<td>Yoke/Shoulder Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASPYAA-JP</td>
<td>Jungle Yoke/Shoulder Adjustable Adapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP-PBB-JP</td>
<td>Jungle Adaptable Belt Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP716-F</td>
<td>Removable Pack Cap, Flush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-JP4LK</td>
<td>Jungle Cinching Straps, Qty. 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional features can be found on pg. 143

Wt: 5.9 lbs.
Cubic Liters: 35L (Main Body, Flush Cap)
Dim: 23” H x 13” W x 8” D

HRN-ASP035  
$649.95

HRN-ASP035-BP (35L Bag ONLY)  
$279.95

Frame:
Huron™ PLUMA™ Load Carriage Frame - 20” or 22” Angled constructed with aluminum/carbon fiber making it not only extremely strong and durable but as light as a feather at 1.0 lbs. See Pg. 151 for details.

Access Points

- **Top Loading:** Items are packed vertically with access to the main compartment at the top of the pack.
  - Closure: Roll-Top with Three 1” Buckle

- **Front Loading:** Items are packed horizontally with the aid of Internal Compression Straps. The main compartment can be accessed from the front of the pack.
  - Closure: Two Heavy Duty #10 Zippers

ONUS™ Compatible
The Huron™ 40L (Top Loading) Jungle Assaulters Sustainment Pack is low profile as well as extremely versatile with exceptionally advanced attributes. It's constructed with 500d Cordura® and the outer shell is sewn out of one complete piece to provide higher strength while also creating a consistent shape throughout the height of the pack. The front includes 5 rows of MOLLE webbing allowing scaling the pack up or down for different mission sets. The top front features a zipper opening for a full length pocket for additional storage. The sides of the pack are slick with the exception of 2 covered pockets that provide either storage or for the use of the optional Jungle Side Mesh Nalgene Pockets Pg.153. Internally, the ASP040 has a small utility mesh pouch for storing smaller items as well as a hydration or communications pouch located on the internal back of the pack.

**System Components:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP040-BP</td>
<td>40L Jungle Assaulters Sustainment Bag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP040-LC-20</td>
<td>PLUMA™ Load Carriage Frame - 20”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP040-LC-22</td>
<td>or 22” Angled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP714-B</td>
<td>Yoke/Shoulder Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASPYAA-JP</td>
<td>Jungle Yoke/Shoulder Adjustable Adapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP-PBB-JP</td>
<td>Jungle Adaptable Belt Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASPH20</td>
<td>Jungle Internal Hydration Pouch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP716-JP</td>
<td>Jungle Removable Pack Cap, Flush</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-JP4LK</td>
<td>Jungle Cinching Straps, Qty. 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional features can be found on pg. 143

- Wt: 5.2 lbs.
- Cubic Liters: 34 (Main Body, Flush Cap)
- Dim: 23” H x 13” W x 9” D

HRN-ASP040  
$699.95

HRN-ASP040-BP (40L BAG ONLY)  
$289.95

**Frame:**

Huron™ PLUMA™ Load Carriage Frame - 20” or 22” Angled constructed with aluminum/carbon fiber making it not only extremely strong and durable but as light as a feather at 1.0 lbs. See Pg. 151 for details.

**Access Points**

- **Top Loading:** Items are packed vertically with access to the main compartment at the top of the pack.
- **Closure:** Roll-Top with Three 1” Buckle Compression Straps

© ONUS™ Compatible
HURON™ 50L (Top Loading) Assaulters Sustainment Pack

The Huron™ 50L (Top Loading) Assaulters Sustainment Pack was designed based on mission requirements from Special Operations Units. The Yoke/Shoulder Assembly and Adjustable Belt Assembly can be custom fit to the user's height and girth. It was also designed to be completely scalable, depending on mission requirements. Attachment points on the top and front of the pack were added in order to use interchangeable front flaps and caps, which add additional space when needed. We created this item using the TYR Tactical® PV® material in key areas for incredible strength and abrasion resistance in vital areas to improve pack stability when loaded. Generous amounts of PALS/MOLLE webbing allow scaling the pack up or down for different mission sets and has several multi-facet adjustable internal compartments to fit different operator needs.

System Components:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP050-BP</td>
<td>50L Assaulters Sustainment Bag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP055-LC</td>
<td>Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP714-V</td>
<td>Yoke/Shoulder Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP715</td>
<td>Belt Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP712-B</td>
<td>Lumbar Support Pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP716-LG-2</td>
<td>Removable Pack Cap, Large V2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional features can be found on pg. 143

Wt: 8.3 lbs.
Cubic Liters: 50 (Main Body, LG Cap, Nalgene Bottle Pockets)
Dim: 22” H x 12” W x 8.375” D

HRN-ASP050 $789.95
HRN-ASP050-BP (50L BAG ONLY) $299.95

Frame:
Removable Huron™ Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22” incorporates full length aluminum stays and flexible poly material that aid in stability. It is constructed from 500d Cordura® and incorporates PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment. See Pg. 150 for details.

Access Points
- Top Loading: Items are packed vertically with access to the main compartment at the top of the pack.
  - Closure: Roll-Top with Three 1” Buckle Compression Straps
HURON™ 50L (TOP & FRONT LOADING) ASSAILTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK

The Huron™ 50L Top and Front Loading Assailters Sustainment Pack was designed based on mission requirements from Special Operations Units. The Yoke/Shoulder Assembly and Adjustable Belt Assembly can be custom fit to the user's height and girth. It was also designed to be completely scalable, depending on mission requirements. Attachment points on the top and front of the pack were added in order to use interchangeable front flaps and caps, which add additional space when needed. We created this item using the TYR Tactical® PV® material in key areas for incredible strength and abrasion resistance in vital areas to improve pack stability when loaded. Generous amounts of PALS/MOLLE webbing allow scaling the pack up or down for different mission sets and has several multi-facet adjustable internal compartments to fit different operator needs.

Frame: Removable Huron™ Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22” incorporates full length aluminum stays and flexible poly material that aid in stability. It is constructed from 500d Cordura® and incorporates PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment. See Pg. 150 for details.

System Components:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRN-AS052-BP</td>
<td>50L Dual Access Assailters Sustainment Bag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-AS055-LC</td>
<td>Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-AS0714-V</td>
<td>Yoke/Shoulder Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-AS0715</td>
<td>Belt Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-AS0712-B</td>
<td>Lumbar Support Pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-AS0716-LG-2</td>
<td>Removable Pack Cap, Large V.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional features can be found on pg. 143

Wt: 8.94 lbs.
Cubic Liters: 50L (Main Body, LG Cap, Nalgene Bottle Pockets)
Dim: 22” H x 12” W x 8.38” D

HRN-AS052
$834.95

Access Points

- **Top Loading**: Items are packed vertically with access to the main compartment at the top of the pack.
  - **Closure**: Roll-Top with Three 1” Buckle
- **Front Loading**: Items are packed horizontally with the aid of Internal Compression Straps. The main compartment can be accessed from the front of the pack.
  - **Closure**: Two Heavy Duty #10 Zippers

Top and Front Loading Access Points
**HURON™ 50L (Top & Front Loading) Assaulters Sustainment Pack**

**Construction & Features:**

1. Attachment Points for Removable Pack Caps
2. Carry Handle
3. Yoke Load Levelers adjust the pack vertically and horizontally which assists in reducing fatigue.
4. Yoke/Shoulder Assemblies Offer 6 Points of Vertical Tuning
   - Sized: Small/Medium & Large/XLarge
5. Antimicrobial/FR Treated Padded Spacer Mesh is used on the internal portions of the pack for comfort and moisture wicking.
6. Attachment Points for the Direct Action Assaulters Packs & Removable Beavertails
7. Side Compression Straps change the overall capacity of the pack when areas are not in use.
8. Two Integrated Expandable Side Pockets for Nalgene Bottles or Canteens
   - Applicable Packs: ASP032, 50, 52, 68, 80, 120
9. Pull-Forward Adjustable Belt Assembly
   - Sized: Small/Medium & Large/XLarge
10. Constructed with PV® “Pluma Vires®” created by TYR Tactical®
    - 50% weight reduction on average
    - Independently tested to 8x the abrasion resistance of standard mil-spec nylon
    - Higher tensile strength than 1000d Nylon

Information applies to items on pg. 138-147

HRN-ASP052-BP (50L Bag Only) $349.95
The Huron™ 68L (Top, Front & Bottom Loading) Assaulter Sustainment Pack was designed based on mission requirements from Special Operations Units. The Yoke/Shoulder Assembly and Adjustable Belt Assembly can be custom fit to the users height and girth. It was also designed to be completely scalable, depending on mission requirements. Attachment points on the top and front of the pack were added in order to use interchangeable front flaps and caps, which add additional space when needed. We created this item using the TYR Tactical® PV® material in key areas for incredible strength and abrasion resistance in vital areas to improve pack stability when loaded. Generous amounts of PALS/MOLLE webbing allow scaling the pack up or down for different mission sets and has several multi-facet adjustable internal compartments to fit different operator needs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Components:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP068-BP 68L Assaulter Sustainment Bag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP055-LC Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP714-V Yoke/Shoulder Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP715 Belt Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP712-B Lumbar Support Pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP716-LG-2 Removable Pack Cap, Large V.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional features can be found on pg. 143

Wt: 10.01 lbs.
Cubic Liters: 68L (Main Body, LG Cap, Nalgene Bottle Pockets, LG Roll-Top Bottom Storage Compartment)
Dim: 25.5” H x 13.63” W x 9.75” D

HRN-ASP068
$899.95

HRN-ASP068-BP (68L BAG ONLY)
$379.95

Frame:
Removable Huron™ Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22” incorporates full length aluminum stays and flexible poly material that aid in stability. It is constructed from 500d Cordura® and incorporates PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment. See Pg. 150 for details.

Access Points

- **Top Loading:** Items are packed vertically with access to the main compartment at the top of the pack.
  - **Closure:** Roll-Top with Three 1” Buckle

- **Front Loading:** Items are packed horizontally with the aid of Internal Compression Straps. The main compartment can be accessed from the front of the pack.
  - **Closure:** Two Heavy Duty #10 Zippers

- **Bottom Loading:** Provide quick access to mission specific kit such as a cold weather sleeping system.
  - **Closure:** Roll-Top with Two 1” Buckle Compression Straps

ONUS™ Compatible
The Huron™ 70L (Top & Bottom Loading) Assaulters Sustainment Pack was designed based on mission requirements from Special Operations Units. The Yoke/Shoulder Assembly and Adjustable Belt Assembly can be custom fit to the users height and girth. It was also designed to be completely scalable, depending on mission requirements. Attachment points on the top and front of the pack were added in order to use interchangeable front flaps and caps, which add additional space when needed. We created this item using the TYR Tactical® PV® material in key areas for incredible strength and abrasion resistance in vital areas to improve pack stability when loaded. Generous amounts of PALS/MOLLE webbing allow scaling the pack up or down for different mission sets and has several multi-facet adjustable internal compartments to fit different operator needs.

**System Components:**

- HRN-ASP70-BP 70L Assaulters Sustainment Bag
- HRN-ASP055-LC Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22"
- HRN-ASP714-V Yoke/Shoulder Assembly
- HRN-ASP715 Belt Assembly
- HRN-ASP712-B Lumbar Support Pad
- HRN-ASP716-LG-2 Removable Pack Cap, Large V.2

Additional features can be found on pg. 143

Wt: 9.72 lbs.
Cubic Liters: 70L (Main Body, LG Cap, LG Roll-Top Bottom Storage Compartment)
Dim: 27.5" H x 13.63" W x 9.75" D

HRN-ASP070 $859.95
RN-ASP070-BP (70L BAG ONLY) $339.95

**Frame:**

Removable Huron™ Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22” incorporates full length aluminum stays and flexible poly material that aid in stability. It is constructed from 500d Cordura® and incorporates PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment. See Pg. 150 for details.

**Access Points**

- **Top Loading:** Items are packed vertically with access to the main compartment at the top of the pack.
  - **Closure:** Roll-Top with Three 1” Buckle
- **Bottom Loading:** Provide quick access to mission specific kit such as a cold weather sleeping system.
  - **Closure:** Roll-Top with Two 1” Buckle Compression Straps

ONUS™ Compatible
HURON™ 80L (Top, Front & Bottom Loading) Assaulters Sustainment Pack

The Huron™ 80L (Top, Front & Bottom Loading) Assaulters Sustainment Pack was designed based on mission requirements from Special Operations Units. The Yoke/Shoulder Assembly and Adjustable Belt Assembly can be custom fit to the user’s height and girth. It was also designed to be completely scalable, depending on mission requirements. Attachment points on the top and front of the pack were added in order to use interchangeable front flaps and caps, which add additional space when needed. We created this item using the TYR Tactical® PV® material in key areas for incredible strength and abrasion resistance in vital areas to improve pack stability when loaded. Generous amounts of PALS/MOLLE webbing allow scaling the pack up or down for different mission sets and has several multi-facet adjustable internal compartments to fit different operator needs.

System Components:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP80-BP</td>
<td>80L Assaulters Sustainment Bag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP055-LC</td>
<td>Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP714-V</td>
<td>Yoke/Shoulder Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP715</td>
<td>Belt Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP712-B</td>
<td>Lumbar Support Pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP716-LG-2</td>
<td>Removable Pack Cap, Large V.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional features can be found on pg. 143

Wt: 10.39 lbs.
Cubic Liters: 80L (Main Body, LG Cap, Nalgene Bottle Pockets, LG Roll-Top Bottom Storage Compartment)
Dim: 29.5” H x 13.63” W x 9.75” D

HRN-ASP080
$949.95

HRN-ASP080-BP (80L BAG ONLY)
$424.95

Frame:

Removable Huron™ Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22” incorporates full length aluminum stays and flexible poly material that aid in stability. It is constructed from 500d Cordura® and incorporates PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment. See Pg. 150 for details.

Access Points

**Top Loading:** Items are packed vertically with access to the main compartment at the top of the pack.
- **Closure:** Roll-Top with Three 1” Buckle

**Front Loading:** Items are packed horizontally with the aid of Internal Compression Straps. The main compartment can be accessed from the front of the pack.
- **Closure:** Two Heavy Duty #10 Zippers

**Bottom Loading:** Provide quick access to mission specific kit such as a cold weather sleeping system.
- **Closure:** Roll-Top with Two 1” Buckle Compression Straps

ONUS™ Compatible
The Huron™ 120L (Top, Front & Bottom Loading) Assaulters Sustainment Pack was designed based on mission requirements from Special Operations Units. The Yoke/Shoulder Assembly and Adjustable Belt Assembly can be custom fit to the users height and girth. It was also designed to be completely scalable, depending on mission requirements. Attachment points on the top and front of the pack were added in order to use interchangeable front flaps and caps, which add additional space when needed. We created this item using the TYR Tactical® PV® material in key areas for incredible strength and abrasion resistance in vital areas to improve pack stability when loaded. Generous amounts of PALS/MOLLE webbing allow scaling the pack up or down for different mission sets and has several multi-facet adjustable internal compartments to fit different operator needs.

**System Components:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP120-BP</td>
<td>120L Assaulters Sustainment Bag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP055-LC</td>
<td>Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP714-V</td>
<td>Yoke/Shoulder Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP715</td>
<td>Belt Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP712-B</td>
<td>Lumbar Support Pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP716-LG-2</td>
<td>Removable Pack Cap, Large V.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional features can be found on pg. 143

**Frame:**

Removable Huron™ Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22" incorporates full length aluminum stays and flexible poly material that aid in stability. It is constructed from 500d Cordura® and incorporates PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment. See Pg. 150 for details.

**Access Points**

1. **Top Loading:** Items are packed vertically with access to the main compartment at the top of the pack.
   - **Closure:** Roll-Top with Three 1” Buckle

2. **Front Loading:** Items are packed horizontally with the aid of Internal Compression Straps. The main compartment can be accessed from the front of the pack.
   - **Closure:** Two Heavy Duty #10 Zippers

3. **Bottom Loading:** Provide quick access to mission specific kit such as a cold weather sleeping system.
   - **Closure:** Roll-Top with Two 1” Buckle
   - Compression Straps

**ONUS™ Compatible**
**DESIGN FEATURES**

The ONUS™ Rucksack Integration System is a patent pending, load distribution system that was designed to distribute the weight of the rucksack, without impeding range of motion, by attaching to a belt and the back facing side of the user's rucksack. Weight is distributed from the shoulders to the hips. This allows the user to conserve energy while wearing the ONUS™ system, elongating the time use and minimizing overall fatigue. To wear the rucksack users may simply “click in” and “click out” of the ONUS™ while wearing the Brokos Belt. Users can remove the rucksack by disengaging (“clicking out”) the load distribution system.

**RUCKSACK INTEGRATION FEATURES:**

- Adapts to the MOLLE Rucksack Plastic Molded Frame (NSN:8465 01-524-8368)
- Can be worn in conjunction with your TYR Tactical® Plate Carrier
- Requires a TYR Tactical® Brokos Belt which can be purchased separately

Learn more about the TYR Tactical® ONUS™ Adapter System on pg. 58.

**HRN-ORIS**

$Call for Price and Availability

...designed to distribute the weight of the rucksack, without impeding range of motion...

**ONUS™ RUCKSACK INTEGRATION SYSTEM COMPONENTS:**

1. Yoke/Shoulder Adapter
2. Yoke/Shoulder Assembly
3. TYR Tactical® ONUS™ Adapter System
4. ONUS™ Rucksack Adapter
5. Brokos Belt Belt T-Straps

**ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS:**

Sold Separately

1. XFrame™ Armored Brokos Belt-E T52/SP
2. Brokos Base Belt Adapter

Additional components sold separately. See pg.17 for more information.
HRN-ASP714-V

The Huron™ Yoke/Shoulder Assemblies are compatible with all Assaulters Sustainment Pack Models. They were designed to be fully adjustable and semi customizable to the end user. Additionally, they feature a 6 points vertical tuning when mounted via PALS/MOLLE webbing to the back of the pack.

- Sizes: SM/MD & LG/XL
- Wt: 7.20 oz.

HRN-ASP714-V

$89.95

HRN-ASP712-B

The Huron™ Lumbar Support Pad was designed with or without body armor. It secures via PALS/MOLLE webbing straps to the back of the pack. The Belt Assembly is secured to the lumbar through a hook and loop channel.

- Wt: 4.01 oz.

$24.95

HRN-ASP715

The Huron™ Belt Assembly is fully adjustable and utilizes an interchangeable lower lumbar support, compatible with all Assaulters Sustainment Pack Models.

- Wt: 13.60 oz.
- Sizes: SM/MD & LG/XL

$76.95

Features:
- 2” Plastic Buckle
- PALS Webbing for MOLLE Attachment
- Side Securing Load Stabilizer Straps
- Antimicrobial/FR treated padded spacer mesh is used on the internal portions of the vest for comfort.

When setting the pack up, make sure that you have a 45° angle between the pack yoke compression strap and the yoke itself.
**HURON™ LOAD CARRIAGE BACKPACK FRAME, 22”**

The Huron™ Load Carriage Backpack Frame, 22” was designed to aid in the overall load carriage of packs and additional components. The carrying frame incorporates the same integrity and weight distribution properties as our other load carriage lines. The frame utilizes sizable yoke and shoulder systems, hip harness and retention straps. This allows individual operators to customize their system to meet their individual needs. It was designed to be completely scalable, depending on mission requirements. The shoulder and hip harness aid in the overall stability and weight distribution of the pack and improve performance of efficiency and recovery time.

The Frame is designed to attach to the ASP033, 35, 40, 50, 52, 68, 80, 120 in addition to expansion capability for additional loads and weighs 5.4 lbs. The dimensions are 12” in width and 22” in height. The frame incorporates full length aluminum stays and flexible poly material that aid in stability. It is constructed from 500 denier Cordura® and incorporates webbing for PALS systems. The frame also incorporates PALS system for attachment of the shoulder harness and hip harness providing sizing options. The frame includes tactically placed buckles to provide attachment points for the Huron™ Assaulters Sustainment Packs reinforcing its ability to affix and add strength in key areas.

HRN-ASP055-LC
$469.95

Pack Sold Separately

**HURON™ LOAD CARRIAGE SPECIALTY FRAME, 22”**

The Huron™ Load Carriage Frame, 22” was designed based on SOF requirements for a specialty shaped frame that could be easily modified to meet their ever changing needs. The Frame shape adapts itself well as a load carriage platform for Sniper Rifles, 60mm Mortars, Breaching Equipment, Medical, Communications, UAVs, and other Specialty Equipment and pretty much anything you can think of.

HRN-ASP052-LC
$399.95
**HURON™ PLUMA™ LOAD CARRIAGE FRAME - 20” OR 22” ANGLED**

The Huron™ PLUMA™ Load Carriage Frame - 20” or 22” Angled is constructed with carbon fiber and aluminum. This makes the PLUMA™ Frame not only extremely strong and durable but as light as a feather at 1.0 lbs. Its strength-to-weight ratio is unmatched in today’s military market.

**Compatibility**
- • HRN-ASP033
- • HRN-ASP035
- • HRN-ASP040
- • HRN-ASP050
- • HRN-ASP052
- • HRN-ASP-JPA-001

HRN-ASP040-LC-20
$224.95

HRN-ASP040-LC-22
$224.95

**HURON™ JUNGLE PACK ASSEMBLY - KIT**

The Huron™ Jungle Pack Assembly - Kit attaches to the Huron™ PLUMA™ Load Carriage Frame - 20” or 22” Angled. This combination makes it possible for you to run our Assaulters Sustainment Pack bags and your existing ALICE Backpack Assembly.

**Compatibility**
- • HRN-ASP033
- • HRN-ASP035
- • HRN-ASP040
- • HRN-ASP040-LC

HRN-ASP-JPA-001
$224.95

This combination makes it possible for you to run our Assaulters Sustainment Pack bags and your existing ALICE Backpack Assembly.
**HURON™ JUNGLE PACK LASHING KIT**

The Huron™ Jungle Pack Lashing Kit can be used in several different configurations.

1. **Mesh Pocket:** This can be used to compress the pack from the front and adds additional storage with two internal, zippered pockets. You also have the option to connect the Mesh Pocket to the bottom of the pack.

2. **Cinching Straps:** These can be used on the side of the pack to compress items when needed. The straps connect to the front of the pack via 1” buckles and secure to the carbon fiber tubes on the Huron™ PLUMA™ Frame.

3. **Ladder Strap:** This compresses items from the front of the pack. The cinching straps connect to the ladder strap on the front of the pack via 1” buckles and secure to the carbon fiber tubes on the Huron™ PLUMA™ Frame.

**Compatibility**
- HRN-ASP033
- HRN-ASP035
- HRN-ASP040
- HRN-ASP050
- HRN-ASP052
- HRN-ASP068
- HRN-ASP070
- HRN-ASP080
- HRN-ASP120
- HRN-ASP040-LC

HRN-ASP-JPLK $99.95

*Huron™ Pack Bags & PLUMA™ Frame Sold Separately*

---

**HURON™ JUNGLE YOKE ASSEMBLY**

The Huron™ Jungle Yoke Assembly attached directly to the eyelets located on the top of the PLUMA™ Load Carriage Frame and anchor to the base. It also works on your existing ALICE frame. The Jungle Yoke Assembly is engineered utilizing the revolutionary TYR Tactical® PV® material which offers significant weight reduction with increased resistance to abrasion. PV® has been tested to have 7-10 times higher abrasion resistance than standard mil spec nylon.

**Size:** Small/Medium & Large/XLarge

HRN-ASP714-JG $49.95
The Huron™ Jungle Mesh Accessory Kit gives the user the option to increase the overall capacity of the pack without adding excess weight to the pack.

HRN-ASP-JPMAK
$75.95

Compatibility
1. Front Mesh Beavertail
2. Lower Back Mesh Pocket
3. Lower Back Elongated Pocket
4. Side Mesh Nalgene Pocket (Set)

The Huron™ Jungle Mesh Beavertail General Purpose Pocket attaches to the front of the pack via two separating zippers. It includes one side zippered pocket for additional storage.

HRN-JP40-BTCP
$19.95

Compatibility
• HRN-ASP033
• HRN-ASP035
• HRN-ASP040

The Huron™ Jungle Lower Back Mesh Pocket attaches to the Huron™ PLUMA™ Load Carriage Frame via low profile hook and loop.

HRN-JP40-GPP
$16.95

Compatibility
• HRN-ASP033
• HRN-ASP035

The Huron™ Jungle Lower Back Elongated Mesh Pocket attaches to the Huron™ PLUMA™ Load Carriage Frame via low profile hook and loop.

HRN-JP40-LBHP
$16.95

Compatibility
• HRN-ASP033
• HRN-ASP035

The Huron™ Jungle Mesh Nalgene Pockets (Set) attaches to the bottom and inside of the zippered pocket located on the side of our Next Generation Assaulters Sustainment Packs.

HRN-JP40-NPS
$24.95

Compatibility
• HRN-ASP033
• HRN-ASP035
**Huron™ Removable Pack Caps** increases or decreases the overall capacity of our Next Generation Assaulters Sustainment Packs. The caps attach to the top of the pack via two heavy-duty snaps and buckle cinching straps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Huron™ Removable Jungle Pack Cap, Flush</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal Zippered Mesh Pocket</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fits ASP040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP716-JP</td>
<td>$32.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Huron™ Removable Jungle Pack Cap, Claymore</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal Zippered Mesh Pocket</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foam Insulated, Zippered Claymore Mine Pouch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fits ASP040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP716-CLY</td>
<td>$54.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Huron™ Removable Jungle Pack Cap, MOLLE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal Zippered Mesh Pocket</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Rows/6 Columns of MOLLE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fits ASP040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRN-ASP716-M</td>
<td>$36.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Huron™ Mini Beaver Tail and Lashing Kit allows for additional load carrying capacities to be added to the HRN-ASP055-LC Frame. The lashing kit can be easily adapted to carry everything from ammunition, water containers, food and medical supplies and pretty much anything you can attempt to carry on your back.

HRN-ASP-BTLC-S

$159.95

The Huron™ Removable Pack Cap, Flush serves as protection for top loading Assaulters Sustainment Pack and also converts them into a low profile/high speed pack. The caps attach to the top of the pack via two heavy-duty snaps and front buckle straps. They include a zippered mesh pocket located on the inside of the cap.

HRN-ASP716-F
(Fits ASP033, 35, 40, 50, 52, 68, 80, 120)

• Wt: 4.80 oz.

HRN-ASP717-F (Fits ASP032)

• Wt: 4.13 oz.

$38.95

The Huron™ Removable Pack Cap, Large V.2 increases the overall capacity of the Assaulters Sustainment Pack for extended missions. The caps attach to the top of the pack via two heavy-duty snaps and front buckle straps. They include a zippered mesh pocket located on the inside of the cap.

HRN-ASP716-LG-2
(Fits ASP033, 35, 40, 50, 52, 68, 80, 120)

HRN-ASP717-LG-2 (Fits ASP032)

$64.95
HRN-GP143
The Huron™ Assaulters Sustainment Pack General Purpose Pouch padded accessory bags include MOLLE/PALS on the back side of the bag and is accessible via multi-direction zipper. It attaches to our complete line of Assaulters Sustainment Packs. The internal compartment includes mesh pockets and additional webbing for securing items.
- Cubic Liters: 13
- Dim: 14.5”H x 6”W x 3.5”D.
$59.95

HRN-GP155
The Huron™ Assaulters Sustainment Pack General Purpose Pouch includes MOLLE/PALS on the back side of the bag and is accessible via multi-direction zipper. It attaches to our complete line of Assaulters Sustainment Packs. The internal compartment includes mesh pockets and additional webbing for securing items.
- Cubic Liters: 6.5
- Dim: 15.5”H x 5.5”W x 4”D
$49.95

HRN-ASP117
The Huron™ 117 Radio Internal Adapter mounts into all Assaulters Sustainment Pack models. It secures via PALS/MOLLE webbing straps.
- Wt: 5.60 oz.
$29.95

Accessories not included.
ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK – SOF

The Huron™ Assaulters Sustainment Pack – SOF was designed based on mission requirements of Special Operations. This low profile pack is extremely versatile with exceptionally progressive attributes. We created this item using the TYR Tactical® PV® material in key areas for incredible strength and abrasion resistance. Generous amounts of PALS/MOLLE webbing allow scaling the pack up or down for different mission sets and has several multifaceted adjustable internal compartments to fit different operator needs.

Design Features:

- 3 Hydration Ports
- Wire Routing Channels
- Removable shoulders
- Removable Beavertail
- Internal hydration bladder pocket
- Removable internal storage zipper pocket for batteries, etc.
- Two integrated expandable side pockets perfect for a Nalgene® bottle or canteen
- Velcro® Hook PALS/MOLLE webbing on the Beavertail to accommodate name tapes or flags
- Antimicrobial/FR treated padded spacer mesh is used on the internal portions of the vest for comfort

Wt: 2.59 lbs.
Main Body Dim: 16” H x 8” W x 5” D
Cubic Inches: 640
Cubic Liters: 10.49

NSN#: 8465016329644
HRN-ASP008
$269.95
ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK – SPECIAL TACTICS

The Huron™ Assaulters Sustainment Pack – Special Tactics was specifically designed to be utilized for everyday carry and/or adapted to the back of the existing armor systems. The pack features a very unique removable MOLLE on comfort panel and shoulder straps so that the pack can be worn over the shoulders without discomfort. With 800 cubic inches internally and approximately an additional 680 cubic inches of expandable storage with the beaver tail, the Assaulters Sustainment Pack - Special Tactics is able to provide a very versatile capability to the end user. We created this item using the TYR Tactical® PV® material giving this pack a very durable lifespan of use.

Design Features:
- 3 Hydration Ports
- Internal Hydration Bladder Pocket Fits
  - Source® WLPS 3L Low Profile Hydration Pack*
  - Source® WXP 3L High Profile Hydration Reservoir System*
  * Not Included
- Internal Storage Zipper Pocket

HRN-ASP034
$245.95

ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK

The pack features Huron™ hybrid PV® material giving this pack a very durable lifespan of use. This pack is extremely lightweight coming in at 21.2 oz. total weight.

- Made with the revolutionary TYR Tactical® PV® material for significant weight reduction and durability
- Independently tested to 7 to 10 times the abrasion resistance of standard Mil-Spec nylon
- Higher tensile strength than 1000D nylon
- Improved structural / load carriage performance and durability

Dim: 16.5” H x 10” W x 4.5” D
Wt: 37.60 oz.

HRN-ASP001
$229.95

ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK - ADAPTER KIT

HRN-ASP01.5 & HRN-ASP002
$22.95

See pg. 159 for more information.
ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK - ADAPTER KIT

The Huron™ Assaulters Sustainment Pack - Adapter Kit takes your Assaulters Sustainment Pack and attaches it to your TYR Tactical® Plate Carrier.

Compatibility:
- HRN-ASP008
- HRN-ASP001
- HRN-ASP034
- HRN-ASP007
- HRN-DAAP

The Adapter is available in two different styles depending on the shoulder strap width of your carrier.

Style 1 accommodates plate carriers with 1.5” shoulder straps
Style 2 accommodates plate carriers with 2” shoulder straps

Style 1: HRN-ASP01.5
- EPIC™ Concealable Male
- EPIC™ Low Vis
- PICO-MV Female
- EPIC™ Concealable Female
- PICO-MVS
- HRN-DAAP-C

Style 2: HRN-ASP002
- PICO-PRO
- VENATOR™
- GTOC
- BPC
- GPC
- PICO
- PICO-MV
- PICO-MW
- PICO-MW-ITL
- PICO-MW-DA
- PICO-AA
- PICO-DA
- PICO-DS
- PICO-FED
- AUSSIE PICO
- LOW VIS AUSSIE
- LWAS®
- PICO Rough Low Vis
- PICO-MV Rough Low Vis
- PICO-MW Rough Low Vis

$22.95

NSN# at WWW.TYRTACTICAL.COM

ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK – DIRECT ACTION

This low profile pack is extremely versatile with exceptionally progressive attributes. Uses high strength PV® in vital areas to improve pack stability when loaded. Generous amounts of webbing allow scaling the pack up or down for different mission sets and has several multi-facet adjustable internal compartments to fit different operator needs.

Design Features:
- Multiple wiring channels
- Capable of carrying 117 radio
- Removable shoulders
- Administration internal pouch
- Removable spacer mesh back panel that allows ASP007 to be worn as standard pack or attached to vest/plate carrier

HRN-ASP007
$234.95

HURON™ ASSAULTERS SUSTAINMENT PACK - ADAPTER KIT

HRN-ASP01.5 & HRN-ASP002
$22.95

NSN# at WWW.TYRTACTICAL.COM

Wt. 2 lbs. 12.64 oz.
Dim: 16.5" H x 8.5" W x 5.5" D
771 Cubic Inches
JUMPABLE ASSAULT PACK

The Huron™ Jumpable Lightweight Assault Pack is made using the TYR Tactical® PV® material for incredible strength and abrasion resistance. The main compartment utilizes PV® on the entire gusset of the bag and is reinforced with 2” webbing. The back wall of the inside main compartment has generous amounts of webbing to secure extra pouches. It has a pocket built to fit a 100oz. hydration bladder and the pack’s internal frame. Also includes two mesh pockets and additional internal straps secure radios, bulky gear, etc. The pack features two external front pockets and external side pockets with mesh interior pockets to keep smaller items organized. Behind the top grab handle are two communication routing ports for wiring access to the main compartment and a port in the center to access the hydration bladder. Jump straps are top mounted so pack can be jumped top-up to protect its contents. The straps encircle the inside of the pack in one piece for added strength and durability.

HRN-LAP018-J
$449.95

NSN: 8465016330312

5-DAY ASSAULTERS BACKPACK

The Huron™ 5-Day Lightweight Assaulters Backpack is a mid to large size, frameless bag with 2” padded lumbar support and modular belt loop. The inside compartment features small and large cargo pouches to accommodate various operator items with plenty of room for additional kit. Additionally, there are two large exterior compartments for easy access to mission-essential items. Using the revolutionary TYR Tactical® PV® material in critical areas, we cut an impressive 1.5 pounds from your load compared to similar size packs.

HRN-LAP18
$324.95

NSN: 8465016330313

Using the revolutionary TYR Tactical® PV® material in critical areas, we cut an impressive 1.5 pounds from your load compared to similar size packs.
The feature-laden Huron™ Escape and Evasion Bag is a truly revolutionary step forward in functionality and capability design. Using TYR Tactical® hybrid PV® material in critical areas, the bag is lightweight yet incredibly strong, durable and abrasion resistant. The underside of the bag’s flap closure includes a 10” x 9” clear vinyl pocket for maps or papers that need protection from the elements. The flap also conceals a 9”W x 5”H x 1”D kangaroo pocket that comes standard with a removable, open-top, M4 triple mag pouch and a removable zipper-top attachment that converts the pocket into an enclosed general purpose pouch. The backside of the bag features a 10”H x 11”W x 2.5”D top-zip, gusseted pistol pouch with ambidextrous hook & loop holster. The bag has an amazing 970 cu. inch capacity and comes complete with an adjustable, padded shoulder strap, top carry strap handle, and a concealable waist belt for extra security when needed.
The MICO, Huron™ Light and Heavy Machine Gunners Assault Pack for 5.56 and 7.62 rounds is the newest innovation in weaponry and tactical gear. It is outfitted with a custom, lightweight, feed chute cover and weapons feed attachment. It holds 500 rounds, plus an additional 75 rounds in the feed shoot. The main body of the pack is equipped with adjustable waist belt and shoulder straps. The weapons sling attaches to the MICO frame to enhance ease of use and mobility.

**MACHINE GUNNERS ASSAULT PACK**
- 5.56 and 7.62 Caliber
- Light and Heavy Machine Gunners Assault Pack
- Main body pack with adjustable waist belt
- Custom lightweight feed chute and cover
- Includes one 500 round ammunition magazine
- Weapons feed attachment [Weapons Adapter is not included]
- Hydration pouch and two medium accessory pouches
- Weapons sling [attachable to the MICO frame]
- Wt: 16 lbs. 3 oz. without ammunition
- Attachments available for Mark 46, Mark 48, M240, M249

HRN-MICO
$3995.95

**MICO GUN TRIPOD POUCH**
Reinforced kangaroo style pouch built to house large and heavy machine gun tripod. Has six adjustments points and open top entry for easy entry/exit. This pouch can be used of other odd miscellaneous items.
Dim. 10.5"H x 10.5"W x 7.5"D
Weight: 1 lb 1.04 oz.

HRN-MICOTRI
$295.95

*Restricted
The **TYR Tactical® MICO Adapters** for the Machine Gunners Assault Pack.
Sold Separately

RM-WEAPONSADAPT-5.56-M249
RM-WEAPONSADAPT-5.56-MK46
RM-WEAPONSADAPT-7.62-MK48
RM-WEAPONSADAPT-7.62-MN240B
$Call for Pricing

The **TYR Tactical® MICO 556 Magazine** for the Machine Gunners Assault Pack.
Sold Separately

HRN-MICO-556MAG
$Call for Pricing
TRAVELERS BAG
The Huron™ Travelers Bag is a uniquely styled multiday bag that features an exterior made with the revolutionary TYR Tactical® PV® material which is extremely strong, yet lightweight. TYR Tactical® received the DuPont Kevlar® Innovation Award for the creation of PV® (nylon and Kevlar® hybrid) material. Features a large interior main compartment with organizational mesh pockets on either side and two end interior pouches to carry the mesh toiletry bag (included). Exterior side pouches feature three interior dividers that provides storage and organization for cables & peripherals, cell phone, passport, wallet, batteries, etc. Comes with detachable and adjustable shoulder strap and dual padded handles.

HRN-TTB001
$329.95

HALO NAVIGATION BOARD WITH CHEST HARNES
The Huron™ HALO Navigation Board was designed with direct operator feedback from US Army Special Operations soldiers. It features a semi-rigid design and helps prevent injury in the event of a hard landing. It can be positioned on the front of the jumper in 4 different configurations and is adjustable for jumpers from 5’ to 6’10” tall. This allows it to fit operators of various shapes and sizes with and without kit.

Wt: 1 lb. 4 oz.
Dim: 6”H x 7”W x 2.5”D

HRN-CM301
$399.95

It doesn’t matter if you are a world traveler or headed on a short trip, you can’t go wrong with this lightweight and well organized bag.

The Navigation Board does not require a parachute harness for mounting.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VBS Bag Description</th>
<th>Model/Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large Vehicle Storage Bag</td>
<td>HRN-VBS49 $109.95</td>
<td>The Huron™ Large Vehicle Storage Bag measures 14&quot;H x 21&quot;W x 14&quot;D and features a zipper closure. The bottom of the bag is reinforced with PV® to support heavier items and features grab handles making transportation easy. Wt. 30.40 oz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Wide Vehicle Storage Bag</td>
<td>HRN-VBS42 $99.95</td>
<td>The Huron™ Medium Wide Vehicle Storage Bag measures 14&quot;H x 14&quot;W x 14&quot;D and features a zipper closure. The bottom of the bag is reinforced with PV® to support heavier items and features grab handles making transportation easy. Wt. 22.88 oz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Upright Vehicle Storage Bag</td>
<td>HRN-VBS35 $69.95</td>
<td>The Huron™ Medium Upright Vehicle Storage Bag measures 14&quot;H x 14&quot;W x 7&quot;D and features a zipper closure. The bottom of the bag is reinforced with PV® to support heavier items and features grab handles making transportation easy. Wt. 17.28 oz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Vehicle Storage Bag</td>
<td>HRN-VBS28 $59.95</td>
<td>The Huron™ Medium Vehicle Storage Bag measures 7&quot;H x 14&quot;W x 7&quot;D and features a zipper closure. The bottom of the bag is reinforced with PV® to support heavier items and features grab handles making transportation easy. Wt. 12.48 oz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Vehicle Storage Bag</td>
<td>HRN-VBS24 $45.95</td>
<td>The Huron™ Small Vehicle Storage Bag measures 7&quot;H x 10&quot;W x 7&quot;D and features a zipper closure. The bottom of the bag is reinforced with PV® to support heavier items and features grab handles making transportation easy. Wt. 10.08 oz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Mesh Storage Bag</td>
<td>HRN-VBS003 $19.95</td>
<td>The Vehicle Mesh Storage Bag is an unlined mesh bag featuring a zipper closure and grab handle. It can be used alone or inserted in any of our larger Vehicle Storage Bags for optimal organization. Mesh storage bag only available in Coyote Brown. Wt. 6.72 oz.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Revere K9™ and the trainers at Direct Action K9 worked together to develop the Next Generation of working dog equipment. Revere K9™ is part of the TYR Tactical® complete line of products. We are dedicated to producing revolutionary, innovative, top-notch gear for our working dog counterparts.

Superior tactical K9 products developed by special operations handlers and proven under fire.

- Direct Action K9

SECTION OVERVIEW:
- K9 Assault Vest & Harness
- Leads
- Long-Line
- Lanyards
- Medical
- Molle Pouches

DESIGN FEATURES:
- Utilization of our ground-breaking PV® Material
- Mission Specific Customization
- Ergonomic Attributes
- Lightweight
- Built for comfort & maximum performance efficacy
- NIJ Certified Soft Armor Packages
DESIGN FEATURES:
The Revere K9™ Modular Assault Vest was designed with the input of Special Operations Handlers. This is a state-of-the-art K9 assault vest that is combat proven. It allows the handler to deploy the K9 in ways that just cannot be accomplished without it. The Assault Vest is a load-bearing vest that is constructed of Mil-Spec materials. It allows unhindered freedom of movement for the K9.

REVERE K9™ ASSAULTERS VEST
- Each vest is Custom Fit
- Weight bearing allowing hoisting/ lowering, climbing, fast rope and Military Free Fall Operations
- Quick attach adjustable backpack straps
- Padded adjustable leg straps
- 4-way stretch material sewn on sides of top panel to adjust for proper fit
- #10 YKK Zippers with Snap allows for quickly dressing K9
- TSE Camera Mount with padding to minimize noise
- Multiple handles and leash attachment points
- Friction adaptors are utilized on vest straps to minimize noise
- Velcro placards to attach ID Panels
- Strobe attachment Point
- Adjustable yoke, chest and belly straps
- Zipper extenders to accommodate K9’s weight fluctuation

This product is custom fit to the girth of the dog.
Length Sizes: Medium, Large & XL
Wt: 2.25 lbs.

Please contact TYR Tactical® Southern Pines for details. (910)733-1760
REV-K9-MAV
$645.95
**REV-K9-ECM001**

The Revere K9™ Tri-Tronics® Pro 500 G3 E-Collar Remote Pouch allows you to carry your Tri-Tronics® Field or Pro series transmitter on your plate carrier or belt. The pouch attaches upright via MOLLE webbing. This is an ambidextrous pouch. The pouch faces the buttons to the side preventing an accidental correction to your partner.

*Fits 15’ Nylon Long Line/Tracking (REV-K9-LGL15)*

See pg. 169 for more information

*Sold Separately*

---

**Accessories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accessory</th>
<th>Model/Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Compatibility</th>
<th>Colors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REVERE K9-ECM002</td>
<td>REV-K9-LW109/15-F</td>
<td><strong>Revere K9™ Lower Ab with 15’ Long-Line Pouch Foam</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-Cam, Coyote, Ranger Green, Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REV-K9-LW109/15-T52/SP</td>
<td><strong>Revere K9™ Lower Ab with 15’ Long-Line Pouch T52/SP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$79.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$189.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REV-K9-ECM001**

The Revere K9™ Tri-Tronics® Base E-Collar was designed to allow the handler to quickly attach the electronic collar to the K9. The collar is constructed of 1” nylon webbing. It has a 4-way stretch material sewn into the collar that stretches as the K9 breathes while maintaining positive contact on the animal’s neck. Slots are cut out for the power button and prongs.

*Fits 15’ Nylon Long Line/Tracking (REV-K9-LGL15)*

See pg. 169 for more information

*Sold Separately*

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sizes:</th>
<th>Small: 14-19” Neck</th>
<th>Large: 20-26” Neck</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$32.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REV-K9-LSH6-W
Revere K9™ 6’ Lead – 1” Webbing is constructed of 1” tubular nylon, doubled over to make the lead more rigid. It has a Cerakote™ finished snap. Nylon will not fail as rapidly as leather due to the elements, and is more cost effective than composite materials. Nylon is less bulky and easier to store when carried in a pouch or pocket.
$29.95

REV-K9-LGL30-W
Revere K9™ 30’ Nylon Long Line/Tracking is constructed of 1” tubular webbing with a Cerakote™ finished snap, making the line less bulky and easier to store when carried in a pouch or pocket.
$45.95

REV-K9-LGL15-W
Revere K9™ 15’ Nylon Long Line/Tracking is constructed of 1” tubular webbing with a Cerakote™ finished snap, making the line less bulky and easier to store when carried in a pouch or pocket.
$34.95

REV-K9-LSH6-BIO
Revere K9™ 6’ Lead – 3/4” Biothane is the next generation of K9 leads. Constructed of 5/8” PVC coated nylon, the lead will hold up in any environment. It is an outstanding alternative to leather leads. The lead is waterproof, mildew-proof, and rot-proof. It is unaffected by heat up to 300° and will remain pliable down to -20°. The snap is solid brass with a Cerakote™ finish.
$29.95

REV-K9-LGL30-BIO
Revere K9™ 30’ Long Line/Tracking – 1/2” Biothane is the next generation of K9 leads. Constructed of 5/8” PVC coated nylon, the lead will hold up in any environment. It is an outstanding alternative to leather leads. The lead is waterproof, mildew-proof, and rot-proof. It is unaffected by heat up to 300° and will remain pliable down to -20°. The snap is solid brass with a Cerakote™ finish.
$45.95
REV-K9-LYD-QEB
The Revere K9™ Quick Ejector with Braid was designed to make your quick release braided handle easier to index when wearing gloves, and during high paced tactical situations.
$104.95

REV-K9-LYD26
The Revere K9™ Lanyard 26” with Quick Ejector allows the handler to have both hands on his/her weapon while maintaining control of their animal. When the situation arises, the handler can quickly deploy the K9 and reattach the lanyard all with one hand.
$129.95

REV-K9-LYD38-E
The Revere K9™ Lanyard 38” with Quick Ejector allows the handler to have both hands on his/her weapon while maintaining control of their animal. When the situation arises, the handler can quickly deploy the K9 and reattach the lanyard all with one hand.
$139.95

FEATURES
- Quick Release has a tensile strength of 2500 lbs
- The Lanyard is made with 1” tubular nylon and internal bungee
- Heavy-duty 2” nylon webbing attaches the lanyard to your belt
- The lanyard is attached to the dog’s vest or collar by a snap shackle.
- All hardware has a Cerakote™ finish
- The “Guns Up” Tactical Lanyard is made of mil-spec materials.
- A handle is sewn into the lanyard close to the attachment point when more control is needed.
- A ring prevents the lanyard from getting caught on objects and precludes potential injuries to the K9.
- A quick release device allows for one handed rapid deployment and reattachment of the dog.
- The quick release and lanyard weight 9.5oz.

COMPATIBILITY
- TYR-GFB112
- TYR-GFB111
- TYR-GFB110
- TYR-PVTBB
- TYR-ABB002
- TYR-ABB002
- TYR-TBB008
- TYR-ABB002
- TYR-RBB009

COMPATIBILITY
- TYR-GFB112
- TYR-GFB111
- TYR-GFB110
- TYR-PVTBB
- TYR-ABB002
- TYR-ABB002
- TYR-TBB008
- TYR-ABB002
- TYR-RBB009

COMPATIBILITY
- TYR-GFB112
- TYR-GFB111
- TYR-GFB110
- TYR-PVTBB
- TYR-ABB002
- TYR-ABB002
- TYR-TBB008
- TYR-ABB002
- TYR-RBB009

COMPATIBILITY
**REV-K9-TCP001**
The *Revere K9™ TSE Camera Platform* enables the TSE K9 Camera to be securely mounted to the back of the K9 Assault Vest. The front of the camera is protected by a padded pocket, which reduces noise from leash/lanyard hardware against the camera.

$59.95

---

**REV-K9-LLP001**
The *Revere K9™ Long Line Pouch – 15” Horizontal* allows the handler the ability to quickly access the 30’ Nylon Long Line/Tracking: REV-K9-LGL15-W (Sold Separately). It attaches horizontally via MOLLE webbing.

$49.95

---

**REV-K9-TVRMP**
The *Revere K9™ TSE Video Receiver/Monitor Platform* provides the handler the ability to monitor the K9 camera while the animal is deployed. The pouch can be mounted on the front of the plate carrier. Two adjustable cords position the camera monitor for easy viewing when open. The monitor is enclosed in a padded, removable case. There is a small admin pocket sewn to the inside of the pouch.

$64.95

---

**REV-K9-TCSP002**
The *Revere K9™ TSE Camera Platform Storage Pouch* provides the handler a pouch that can secure the camera when not in use. It can be mounted vertically or horizontally via MOLLE webbing. We created this pouch with our revolutionary PV® material for durability and weight reduction.

$49.95

---

**REV-K9-LLP002**
...mount the pouch from the bottom of the front or rear of the plate carrier.

$49.95
The Revere K9™ Medical Litter provides the handler the means to evacuate a wounded K9.

**FEATURES**
- Constructed from high-strength, lightweight ripstop material, the litter folds up small and fits easily into a cargo pocket or the Medical Litter Pouch: REV-K9-MED-LT-P7 (Sold Separately).
- The handles were designed to reinforce the dog in a manner that supports respirations and natural K9 anatomy. The handles can also double as shoulder straps to backpack the injured dog. One, two or four men can carry the dog depending on the tactical situation.
- The litter doubles as a signal device with the inside lining a highly visible orange material keeping the outside subdued.

$149.95

---

The Revere K9™ Medical Muzzle was designed with input from Special Operations Veterinary Personnel with insight into canine battlefield trauma, understanding the necessity to protect the handler but at the same time “do no harm”.

$34.95

---

The Revere K9™ O2 Medical Muzzle is a revolutionary product allowing an injured K9 to receive oxygen therapy. The O2 Medical Muzzle is a two-piece system. The base is an adjustable medical muzzle constructed with a mesh material to prevent overheating. The second piece secures to the base with Velcro. It allows the medical personnel to utilize a nasal phalangeal tube to deliver oxygen to the patient.

$34.95

---

The Revere K9™ Medical Litter Pouch attaches upright via MOLLE webbing. Allows the handler to carry the Medical Litter: REV-K9-MED-LT007 on their plate carrier or tactical belt. It is constructed with a 4-way stretch material, which securely holds the litter. The flap has a Velcro closure.

$49.95
Purchasing Info and Terms

To Contact Us or Place an Order:
Phone: Call Toll Free [US Only]
1-888-602-7667
International [All other countries]
1-623-240-1400
Online Store: www.tyrtactical.com
FAX: 888-858-5343
Mail: TYR Tactical®, Attn: Sales
16661 N. 84th Ave. #110, Peoria, AZ 85382

Payment Methods:
We accept VISA, MasterCard, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DISCOVER, U.S. Government SmartPay [formerly I.M.P.A.C.] credit cards, GSA, money orders, cashier’s checks and bank drafts. All payments must be in US funds. Sale of certain items is restricted to Active Duty Military and Law Enforcement personnel only. Due to US State Department Regulations, we reserve the right to inspect, repair, and/or replace items being returned as damaged or defective at our discretion. Product returns are subject to a 15% restocking fee. Exception: If a shipping or order error occurs that is our mistake, we will pay for return shipping charges and the restocking fee will be waived.

Hours of Operation:
8:00 am to 5:00 pm, Monday through Friday Mountain Standard Time. Orders by fax may be placed using our 24-hour fax line: 1-888-858-5343. You can also order 24/7 on our website at: www.tyrtactical.com

NOTE: The products and information described in this catalog are provided for the purpose of purchasing decisions only. TYR Tactical® encourages all individuals to seek professional training and certification for proper use of the items displayed in this catalog. TYR Tactical® is not responsible for any person sustaining injury while using tactical products. The user assumes all risks and liability when undertaking activities using these products. TYR Tactical® offers no warranties or guarantees and is not responsible for items that have been altered, damaged or are defective in other than normal wear and tear conditions.

Shipping and Handling:
Unless other arrangements are made, all products are shipped from our warehouse Monday through Friday [except holidays]. In-stock merchandise normally ships within 1 to 2 business days after the order is processed. New out of stock products are subject to backorder lead times to produce and ship. Some items, due to weight, dimensions, or BATF approval, may require additional shipping charges and may take longer to arrive. Express and Overnight Air Express: Orders placed after 1:00pm Mountain Standard time will be shipped the following business day [Call for rates]. Orders shipping to AK, HI, and U.S. Territory addresses require Express Shipping delivery and will be charged additional shipping fees. International shipments and some oversize or heavy items are also subject to additional shipping fees.

APO/AE/DPO Deliveries:
All orders shipped to APO/AE/DPO addresses are shipped US Priority Mail. Packages are labeled in accordance with US Postal Service guidelines, which include the address label, Priority Mail labels, US Customs documentation [applies to deliveries outside CONUS], delivery confirmation cards and insurance [orders over $50.00] when applicable. PLEASE NOTE: Pursuant to US Postal Service guidelines, packages may take up to 30-60 days to reach the delivery destination.

Pricing and Specifications:
Merchandise prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. While we make every effort to insure that pricing and descriptions are correct, inadvertent typographic, photographic, descriptive and pricing errors may occur and are subject to correction.

Returns and Exchanges:
TYR Tactical® is committed to providing you with quality products that you can depend on. If within 30 days of your shipment the product that you receive is not up to your standards, call us at 1-866-60 ARMOR and request a Return Merchandise Authorization [RMA] number and direct mailing address. Return your order in its original packaging with the return form included with your packing slip, and a brief description of why you are returning it [make sure you keep your original invoice for your records].

TYR Tactical® will exchange or credit your original form of payment at time of receipt of returned items, less original shipping fees. Restrictions on returns include worn, altered or customer-damaged items. Please allow 5-7 business days from our receipt of your return to process a credit refund or exchange. TYR Tactical® reserves the right to inspect, repair, and/or replace items being returned as damaged or defective at our discretion. Product returns are subject to a 15% restocking fee. Exception: If a shipping or order error occurs that is our mistake, we will pay for return shipping charges and the restocking fee will be waived.

Custom Manufactured and Special Order Items Are Not Returnable or Refundable.

Local, State and Federal Open Accounts:
TYR Tactical® offers local, state and federal agencies the option to establish Open Accounts [Net 30] by providing the following information:
1. Signed request on Department or Agency letterhead by Chief, Department Head, Director or other person with authority requesting “Net 30” terms.
2. Billing address [U.S. Accounts Only]
3. Name[s] of designated purchaser[s]
4. Shipping address, telephone and fax number, email addresses of designated purchasers.
5. Credit application may be required to set up a new account.

For more information, call toll free 1-888-602-7667 or mail your request letter to: TYR Tactical®, Attn: Open Accounts, 16661 N. 84th Ave #110, Peoria, AZ 85382.

The fact of the matter is, we will do whatever it takes to ensure every product we design and sell is right for you, the Next Generation Warrior®.

© 2015 TYR Tactical LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Following our philosophy, *Innovate or Die*, we have created the next evolution in personal protection. The Male and Female Enhanced PICO Integrated Carrier - EPIC™ is a lightweight, 4-wire cutaway system. These feature rich carrier systems incorporate the latest design innovations from TYR Tactical*. 